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Take a colorful journey with Captain Picard and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D with

the Star Trek: The Next Generation The Adult Coloring Book! With 45 highly detailed, beautifully

illustrated images to color however you choose, this is a must-have item for Star Trek fans in this or

any other galaxy!Dark Horse enters the adult coloring book market in their ususal grand style with

popular licensed properties and all-new, original art. This is one of two Star Trek titles in the Dark

Horse adult coloring book line. The other is the Star Trek Original Series Adult Coloring Book

(9781506702520).The officially-licensed Star Trek: The Next Generation adult coloring

book!Includes 45 pieces of beautifully detailed original black and white artwork!Color your favorite

moments from the Next Generation series!
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What fun to have a well done Star Trek The Next Generation coloring book. I noticed that it seems

to stop mid-series, so perhaps there will be another book in the future.There are 45 designs in the

coloring book and are done by a team of illustrators (Juann Cabal, Gabriel Guzman, Daniel Maine,

Stefano Martino, and Bill Mudron.) I found that their styles meshed well together and the continuity

of the designs was well done throughout the book.The designs are mostly spot-on character scenes

from various episodes and it was great fun to remember which one was which. I've started

re-watching the series because of the coloring book as it reminded me how much I enjoy the



series.The designs are detailed but not what I would call intricate though there are parts of designs

which have small areas to color. The designs are printed on one side of the page with the

episode/quote on the opposite facing page. There are only a couple of things that would have made

this book even better for me  more scenes in space and designs that stopped short of the

binding. On the whole, I am really liking these designs.This is what I found while coloring in this

coloring book and testing the paper with my coloring mediums.45 Designs based on episodes and

scenes from earlier seasons of Star Trek The Next GenerationDesigns printed on one side of page

with quotes and Stardates printed on the back of the pagePaper is white, heavy weight, somewhat

smooth (but with tooth), and non-perforated

LOL It's not a story book but a delightful coloring book full of nostalgia.

This adult coloring book is so well designed! There are chronological illustrations for nearly every

episode of TNG seasons 1-3 with fun quotes from each episode on the facing page. It's like taking a

trip through every moving, suspenseful, quirky and fantastic moment from the first half of the series.

And the illustrations are really quite detailed and beautiful. I hope we get to see a second volume

that captures moments from seasons 4-7 at some point! I really love this book and I'm definitely

buying copies of this for all my Trekker friends.

The pictures are great and remind you immediately of episodes, in fact the two I first did, I was able

to look up the episode and find the same shot to get color pallets and such. The paper is thicker

than most similar books and really does nicely with both gel pens and colored pencils, so seep or

transfer of color to the back. The only minor criticism is that scenes that are drawn sometimes aren't

in the correct uniform for the episode, which is odd, but they look great and you wouldn't really know

unless you looked.

Incredible. Love it. Honestly they picked the scenes right from my soul. The individuals involved in

making this are certainly Trek fans and their sense of humor and what they deem to be noteworthy

scenes are eerily similar to mine. Honestly I wept, I laughed, I screamed. I was so overjoyed flipping

through this book for the first time. THIS IS A MUST BUY. Also excellent quality illustrations. Very

fun to color. I recommend a softer colored pencil.

My brother and I grew up watching and living Star Trek TNG. We still love it. I gave him this as part



of his bday package, and he was stoked. Also, he has a job with a lot of responsibilities, and

coloring had been proven to be a calming activity.

It's a coloring Book ! The pages are from the first few seasons of the Star Trek TNG series. It was a

hit of a gift for my husband.

I gave this as a gift to my boyfriend who loves Star Trek. He loved it! I loved how quotes from the

show appear on each page
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